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They can bind the principals in contract, incumber the principals' assets, and carry out their business aims and
objectives. However, time and resource limitations require organizations to prioritize claims as stakeholder
needs rise and fall. If not, however, is such a pace sustainable without the risk of physiological and
psychological stress? Which stakeholder s do you think United valued more in this incident? However,
personal investing was not banned, although the authors of the report noted that personal investing "merits
special discussion. Although this model of stakeholder relationships is complex, it is useful in understanding
the impact of each individual group on the organization as a whole. Sometimes this is to enable the church to
have liability insurance against sexual misconduct charges Niese,  Consequently, their interests are
complementary rather than conflicting. The law only partly captures the ethical obligations firms owe their
stakeholders. However, the extra cost and effort will result in profits in the long run. Stone introduced in what
was then a radical concept for the law in the United States, that the environment itself is entitled to legal
standing in the courts. An ethical minimum, or the least a company might do that complies with the law,
would have been to offer the warning and nothing more. The study had a qualitative and investigative design.
However, he believed that the competitive nature of markets, and not ill-conceived efforts to regulate it, would
prove the most effective method of control. Another finding was that auditors that worked for larger firms had
lower average scores on the DITA. Offshoring: The next industrial revolution? Different groups of
stakeholders carry different weights with decision makers in companies and assert varying levels of interest
and influence. Some tools are available to help. Introduction Robert E. Of course, directors cannot and would
not be asked, in an ethical situation, to serve on boards of competing companies. Companies that act in this
way may emerge from any industry or country. For example, it was once common for investment bankers to
make political contributions in return for or in expectation of underwriting fees for municipal bonds. Uncover
new sources by reviewing other students' references and bibliographies Inspire new perspectives and
arguments or counterarguments to address in your own essay Read our Academic Honor Code for more
information on how to use and how not to use our library. For example, the state of California in enacted a set
of laws, referred to as the California Transparency in Supply Chains Act, which requires firms to report on the
working conditions of the employees of their suppliers. Note his proposed solutions: practicing ethical
leadership and developing awareness at an individual level via corporate training. From philosophy, three
different perspectives help us assess whether our decisions are ethical on the basis of reason. On one hand,
Introduction xv investors and taxpayers need sufficient amounts of accurate information to protect their
financial interests and to make good decisions. Niese, A. We cannot accurately measure success within a
quarter of a year; a longer time is often required for a product or service to find its market and gain traction
against competitors, or for the effects of a new business policy to be felt. In Cheffers's view, a key bank officer
is accountable to society as "a fiduciary of the public trust. Chapter 1, Richard N. The first answer provided by
the author is that there was a professional concern to preserve client confidentiality. He notes that for a
financial firm, the trust of customers is an invaluable asset that only comes after customers have many positive
experiences with both product and personnel. In this view, whether our actions are ethical depends only on
whether we adhere to these rules. Outsourcing: Guidelines for a structured approach. Stakeholder
Prioritization First, it may help to speak to the expectations that any stakeholders may have of a particular
business or institution. Each of these issues, Cohn argues, uncovers reasons for leniency; that is, reasons that
protect one from the claim that one has overcharged by reporting inflated earnings that cause an increase in the
stock price. The auditor companies prepared payroll, some bonus, and other types of compensation
Introduction xvn checks to more than twenty PTL executives as directed by PTL top management. Armonk,
NY: M.


